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Investigation of dipeptidyl peptidase I (cathepsin C) as a pivotal mediator in the progression of 
inflammatory lung disease 
 
Dr Lorraine Martin and Prof. Brian Walker 
 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is the only leading cause of death which is 
increasing in prevalence worldwide. COPD is a combination of chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema resulting in progressive airflow limitation and consequently difficulty in breathing and 
has a frequency of 4-10% across Europe, with around 3 million cases in the UK. The total annual 
cost of COPD to the NHS is estimated to be over £800 million. One in eight emergency hospital 
admissions, makes COPD the second largest cause of emergency admission in the UK and one 
of the most costly inpatient conditions treated by the NHS.  
 
Progressive lung diseases such as COPD are characterized by an inflammatory response 
involving white blood cells, specifically the neutrophil.  These cells contain a host of proteases 
which in excessive amounts can cause extensive lung damage.  Antiprotease therapies to date, 
have however focused on the inhibition of neutrophil elastase (NE) alone.  A cysteine proteinase, 
known as DPPI (cathepsin C), is known to activate many neutrophil-associated proteases, 
including NE.  One step inhibition of DPPI could reduce total proteinase levels in the lungs, 
potentially restricting the progression of the disease.  We believe this would be a key 
breakthrough, particularly in a complex disease such as COPD.   
 
Using a combination of respiratory cell model systems (both CF and non-CF), specific proteinase 
inhibitors and gene silencing we will be able to assess the significance of this proteinase with 
regard to the activation of other proteinases and the stimulation of an inflammatory response.  
This will not only validate the potential of this enzyme as a target for therapeutic intervention but 
will generate potential lead compounds for DPPI inhibition in the clinic.  
 
Expertise will be gained in a range of techniques including cell culture, peptide synthesis, 
molecular enzymology and protein biochemistry. 
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http://go.qub.ac.uk/pgapply 
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http://www.qub.ac.uk/home/ProspectiveStudents/PostgraduateStudents/ 
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